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Romania is a country with great opportunities in the
logistics real estate.

Source: Atisreal, Degi, EuroHypo, Jones Lang Lasalle

• With strong demand immediately securing almost any new
industrial space, the vacancy rate in the Romanian logistics
real estate market was close to 7.78% at the end of 2006.
• However execution of almost exclusively leased-projects,
may rapidly lead vacancy towards 0% as most of the
space available was under advanced negotiations.
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Although in absolute values real estate market is small,
growth rate is significantly increasing.
• In 2006 demand reached 123,500 sqm, of
which a large proportion came in the form of
pre-lease contracts.
• With 61,300 sqm of new space delivered, the
total stock of quality industrial facilities
reached approximately 260,000 sqm by the
end of 2006.
• 2007 brought to the market over 240,000 sqm
of new industrial space, almost 4 times more
than the previous year.
• 163,800 sqm of industrial space were leased
before summer.

• Romanian Real Estate demand in 2007 was
dominated by logistics companies followed
closely by retailers.
• The impressive growth of real estate sector,
fuelled logistics sites demand as many
companies started to relocate and modernize
their warehouses.
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New players make their presence in Real Estate Sector
executing large projects.
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Multi-national companies of retail and logistics sector are
the main buyers of large industrial sites.
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Land demand is much higher than supply resulting in
continuous growth of acquisition price.
• In 2006, demand for development sites continued to be bigger than supply which
obviously led to price growth.
• The total land area sold in Bucharest in 2006 (considering only the large
transactions – over 10,000 sqm) was somewhere around 500,000 sqm. This
includes only plots of land located inside the city limits purchased for immediate
development purposes and not for speculative investment.
• The total supply of land coming from old industrial properties (encouraged by the
local authorities to move their activity outside the city) inside the city might be a
few thousand hectares, out of which less than 50% has been sold in order to
bring to the market new real estate development projects.
• For large transactions, of over 6 ha, the medium price was situated between 400
and 500 EUR/sqm.
• At the end of 2006, land prices increased with 30-40% compared to the beginning
of the year,
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Construction works usually present great delays due to
high bureaucracy levels.
Up to 8 Ministries are involved in
construction
Involved in the construction sector
in Romania and regulating the
construction activity are mainly the
following ministries. The Ministry of
Transport, The Ministry of Interior
and Administrative Reform , The
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development, The Ministry of
Economic and Finance, The
Ministry of Labor, the Family and
Equal Opportunities.
• Many specialists are required for all necessary studies and works during construction and
authorization, such as Worksite Supervisor attested by the ISC – individual, Contractors, Design
companies, Verifiers for designing, ISC - The State Construction Inspectorate, Local authority –
urbanism officers.
• Construction authorization and related urban planning is managed by local Town Halls.
• According to a recent improved procedure, if an authorization or certificate is not issued within
30 days, it is presumed de facto as favorable.
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Rent of industrial sites in Bucharest is still lower than
most European countries
• During 2007 demand for industrial space was greater
than demand, dropping vacancy rates to their lowest
level in 10 years.
• Despite this drop, rents stayed almost in the same
levels of previous year.

Source: Atisreal, Degi, EuroHypo, Jones Lang Lasalle
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• Demand is concentrated in Bucharest and
more specifically in east region.
• The development of the infrastructure
network in the south and east Bucharest will
bring more industrial projects in these
areas.

Rents differentiate according to equipment and site’s
area.
• Rent level ranges significantly depending
on location, as for prime areas is almost
double than secondary ones.
• Other factors that influence rents is
– equipment (5,0-6,5 with shelves)
– building age
– total area
• Average site size in 2007 was 6,000 sqm,
almost double in comparison to 2006.

Rent level of prime locations (€/month sqm)
Up to 3,000 sqm

4,80-5,00

3-10,000 sqm

4,25-4,80

Over 10,000 sqm

3,70-4,25

Services charges

0,40-0,70

• The most requested technical specifications
for warehousing space: are flexible and
easily divisible space, a minimum floor to
ceiling height of 9 meters, loading docks,
and modern fire and security systems.
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High yields make the Romanian logistics market one of
the most attractive in the SEE region.

• The chronic lack of supply coupled
with reduced risk levels, an evergrowing demand and 8-9% yields.
• Yields on the Romanian market are
still higher than those of other
countries in the CEE/SEE region, but
it is estimated that the faster
compression rate will level the yield
spread over the next four years.

Source: Atisreal, Degi, EuroHypo, Jones Lang Lasalle
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